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This is the best Haggadah according to my children ( who used this one in Hebrew school) but you
need to be careful if trying to match new that you already own as there are several different
versions. I bought three to acc. Donate our growing family (each from a different seller) and only
one of them was a true match to the ones we already owned. I don't know which one was a match,
whether it was this one or not. The other two had different page numbers and layout which made
keeping everyone n track for responsive reading more challenging.

This haggadah has a fatal flaw... it is bound backwards, like an English book! This is a hebrew book
and should be read (and bound) from right-to-left.I have this same haggadah in earlier additions and
they are all bound correctly

We have been using the Goldberg Haggadah for years and sought to fill in with some new ones to
replace those that had fallen apart. What was the publisher thinking in making the new edition open
like an English book from left to right instead of like a Hebrew book from right to left? And why the
smaller type face? The much beloved Goldberg Haggadah (typos and all) was not broken. What

genius decided to fix it?

This is the Haggadah my family has always used. It's been updated, which is nice, to correct some
funny typos and so forth that used to be constants. The improvement is appreciated, as is the
tradition of having a good solid Haggadah.

Classic Haggadah that's been around for many years-- you would expect this to be "tried and true"BUT.....it has one fatal flaw in that someone decided to bind it on the left when it was reprinted!!
Hebrew books are supposed to be bound on the right side!!!! You use something a certain way your
entire life then "wait a minute"- why does this book open backwards?

HORRIBLE Haggadah!! I thought this was the same one my family used and was so excited when I
hosted my first Passover sedar for 12 friends one night and 7 the other. But nope - some of the print
was messed up so you couldn't read the book (that 3-d shadow effect or cut-off), the story wasn't
quite right, and if I recall, I think there were even sentences missing. We ended up scrapping the
book and I asked my sister to purchase me some from her temple the next time they sell them.My
advice - do NOT buy a Haggadah you have not fully checked out first. Everyone at my sedar was
laughing at how bad the Haggadah was. It did the job in the sense I could use it to hit the highlights,
but that's it. To help you understand just how bad it was...none of the attendees at my sedars
celebrated the holiday together before - we all grew up using Haggadah's in our homes - yet we all
felt this one was ridiculously awful. We are all conservative / reformed Jews, just for context in terms
of what we're used to.Anyway, bad, bad Haggadah. Gets 2 stars because I was able to salvage it
for the sedars, but they will never be used for another sedar by me - really bad.

Total rubbish. This is not the classic haggadah and does not match up with page numbering from
earlier versons with an identical cover. Also, it is formatted left to right. Huge disappointment.
Quickly returned.

It does not look like the old Haggadah that I wanted to replace. First of all it opens the wrong way for
a Hebrew book and it looks like someone photo copied the haggadah I wanted and bound it in a
look alike cover. The printing on many pages are blurry and unreadable. I would not recommend
this Haggadah.
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